Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of August 24th........................

*DeArmitt Pad - #1A & #1B are shut in, waiting on pipeline. #1C – Well is TIL.

*Hutchinson Pad – Currently fracing.

*Aikens Pad – #5G, #5H, #5D, #5C drilled to TD. Currently moving to #5B.

*Gaut Pad – Drilling ahead vertically on 26” section on #1A.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Pipe construction 100% complete. Current activity is cleaning and painting piping and equipment on production pads. Concrete construction of truck loadout pad is 98% complete. Building Construction 55% complete. Electrical installation 45% complete. MEC is beginning to demobilize and move equipment off location. No accidents or injuries.

*Pipeline Activities as follows –

**Pipeline Status**
10” from DeArmitt to Crossover - Cleaning pig and gauge pig runs completed on entire pipeline, currently filling with water for hydro test next week.
12” from Crossover to M&R - Cleaning pig and gauge pig runs completed on entire pipeline, preparing to fill with water on Friday/Saturday for hydro test next week.

Target hydro pressure test date is Monday, 8/29, with an eight (8) hour minimum test duration. Tuesday & Wednesday (8/30-31) Dewater & dry line

Completed R/W restoration on approx. 90% of R/W.

Started Directional bore below Rt.380 for the 2nd suction line.

**M&R Station Status (Alex Paris)**
All 12” inlet & outlet piping at M&R from Pig Receiver to DTI Tap is welded out and ready for pressure test.
A hydro test will be performed on this piping, filling with water on Friday for testing on Saturday, Dewater & dry Monday & Tuesday.